Originating from south Asia, limes are vibrantly
colored, mouth-puckering members of the citrus family. Compared to their more
popular cousin, the lemon, limes are generally smaller, have a thinner rind, and
more acidic pulp. The juice and zest of limes are essential ingredients in a
diverse range of regional cuisines, such as Mexican, Thai, and Vietnamese. The
juice adds a complex acidity to guacamole and curries, and a touch of zest
brightens up rich desserts. The green peel or wedges of the fruit also make an
ideal garnish for salads, dips, or appetizer platters. Perfect for spring cooking
and entertaining, lime juice, zest and decorative peels refresh the palate and
herald the beginning of lighter, refreshing foods and beverages.

Microplane’s new 3-in-1 Twist & Zest combines a reamer, zester, and channel
knife all in one durable and comprehensive tool. Designed with compact kitchens
in mind, the tool eliminates the need for multiple gadgets and helps reduce clutter
in kitchen drawers. The tool features a transparent reamer that efficiently extracts
juice, and also serves as a protective cover for the tool’s extraordinarily sharp
zesting blade. The opposite end of the tool houses a circular channel knife that
easily transforms citrus peel into playful twists. Perfect for sweet and savory
recipes, the 3-in1 Twist & Zest works with a variety of citrus fruit. Available at
retail nationwide this month for $12.95 suggested retail.







Etched stainless steel zester blade, made in USA
Translucent reamer and channel knife
Remove reamer to expose zester
Clear protective cap included
Styled in green with white accents
Dishwasher safe

How to get more juice from limes:
How to make a margarita:

http://bit.ly/1kCkABL
http://bit.ly/2m5UsYf

Recipes:
Fresh Crab Salad with Lime Zest:
Cuba Libre:
Guacamole:
Chile Lime Skirt-Steak:
Lemon-Lime Cupcakes:

http://bit.ly/2loO2jI
http://bit.ly/2fB1zn8
http://bit.ly/2mjJGK2
http://bit.ly/2lsW1w8
http://bit.ly/2kXp1Ky

Contact your local Microplane Rep or
kitcheninfo@microplane.com
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